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About This Game

In Mars Colony: Frontier you can learn the hard way what life would be like if you were stranded on the red planet. In this open-
world simulator, you assume the role of an astronaut who has been sent on a mission to Mars only to have turmoil on Earth
extend your stay indefinitely. Cut off from supplies from home, the colony must fend for itself against starvation, illness,

radiation storms, and the inevitable death of irreplaceable machinery.

Players can either play alone, on a dedicated server, or run their own for others to join both online and LAN. Multiplayer mode
can handle up to eight players on four teams to compete for control over all of the resources Mars has to offer. The dynamic
economy reacts to current supply and demand, paving the way for one player or team to come out on top. Four career paths

allow for players to either specialize in one aspect of survival or become a jack of all trades.

Features:
- Campaign Mode
- Sandbox Mode
- Single player

- Multiplayer with up to 8 players
- Play over LAN or Online

- Dedicated servers
- Custom player-built bases

- Dynamic player-driven economy
- Contract missions

- Dynamic weather and random events
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- Drivable rovers
- Programmable cargo bots

- Multiple career paths
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Title: Mars Colony: Frontier
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
HyperKat Games
Publisher:
HyperKat Games
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8800 GTX

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: XAudio or DirectX capable

English
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This bundle of six hidden object games is well worth the asking price.

The games vary in quality but each has an interesting plot and some unique elements that make them really good plays. It
seemed to me to be a well chosen selection of different plots and mechanics. In terms of length, each game is pretty standard for
the genre (running at an average of about 3 hours each). None of the six have any really egregious or annoying aspects to deal
with and are pretty entertaining.

So far, I've played five of the six games without any issues in terms of errors, bugs, or inability to load (a problem that was
prevalent for some people in the similar 5-in-1 bundle). So if you have any concerns about loading and playing these, I don't
think you have anything to worry about.

So without digging deeply into each individual game, at an average of $2 per game at full bundle price, I would highly
recommend this to any fan of the HO genre. It is 100% worth the full price for the number and length of the games.

EDIT: The original review was made after playing five of the six games, so naturally the sixth one had to give me some trouble.
The game doesn't agree with high-res, but if you lock the game to a lower resolution there's no trouble. This last one (Mexicana)
also happens to be my least favorite of the games for some reason, but it's not terrible even though the plot gets a little far out
and the HO scenes aren't as crisp as the others.. This game at least works.. I dread to think how many hours I spent playing this
as a kid, and while it does look terribly dated now, it still provides a fun, arcade-style racing experience, with the announcer
walking the fine line between funny and annoying.
Pro League in the Championship is as challenging as ever but still gave me that sense of accomplishment when I finally finished
that sixth race in pole position!
Looking forward to Screamer 2 & Screamer Rally getting a Steam release now as well...
Oh, and for people complaining of crashes, it only happened to me a couple of times on the 5th track, but setting detail to low in
the options prevented any further crashes, so I can endorse that fix.. This game sucks big donkey balls.. not the worst but close. I
enjoy the physics of this game, although it has minimal effort in terms of developments sloppy bugs and runs a bit poor..(I get
30fps on max settings). I see this game getting fairly popular if time gets spent on improving it, work on aspects such as better
navigation in the start up menu, it feels bland and empty. also 'Medic' Class and 'Zombie' mode are unaccessable?? Please
update this game it wouldn't require much time.. other than them things I enjoy playing and i reccommed it considering its low
price.. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1250949437

Hello Charlotte is a small, to-be three-part, RPG Maker game series.

The first episode of Hello Charlotte introduces us a wild and surreal, twisted world. It's a small adventure filled with death, bad
humor (according to the author!) and some small puzzles. I quite enjoyed it: the art is great, the setting is interesting, the music
fits well. I've immediately grown fond of it and its world and charming characters. It has very few drawbacks of being an
RPGM-game, but it's nothing serious. It took me about 2 hours to complete as I ended up interacting with everything and dying
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in the process – but actually the bad ends are funny in their own way.
It's short and free, go give it a try![etherane.itch.io]

Now, the second episode of HC, which I'm technically reviewing right now, takes a completely different turn. It's different
compared to the first one: the mood, the atmosphere changed drastically – it's more of a visual novel and less of an "adventure"
EP1 used to be. It gives additional light to the previously introduced characters, but also introduces few more; this game gives
answers, but also makes you have even more questions – I think it does a good job for a sequel. Without spoiling anything, I can
only say that it's rather full of symbolism – on the outside the setting of this game is much more innocent compared to the
previous one, but on the inside it's still dark.
Yet again, it's a short one, but you can clearly see the amount of effort the author has made – it's much more fleshed out than
the first. It takes about 3-4 hours on the first playthrough and I think it has a pretty fair price (especially with a sale) for its
length.

10/10 would get depressed again
Can't wait for the third (and the last) episode!
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nice cheap fun blast, it has a leader boards for the competitive and is a all round simple RTS\/ tower defense game for a
reasonable price, i paid the \u00a33.99 worth every penny !. It's a free to play piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ Ok so now that's out of the
what are the gameplay elements?

I don't know, I tried upgrading everything and it just wanted my money and couldn't be done. It's unintuitive and I couldn't even
cheat with cheat engine to enjoy a game. Basically you look at a small courtyard and that's all the cavemen have. This game is a
horrible piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥. I really love this game, which is something that is rare for me to say. I'm going to explain what the
best parts are about this game right now!

First of all, when you play the game the quality is set to the best one which games don't really do. If you click outside the
window in windowed mode then the game will actually pause which I think is a really nice feature to have. It loads quickly (even
quicker than modern console and PC games do) and has a nice main menu. The process of getting from the menu to the game is
really quick because you are already at the place the game starts at. The animals are easy to kill so you don't have to worry about
them that much. The graphics are perfect for the sort of game and the cartoon like physics just make it even better. The controls
can be hard to master at first but soon you will be a true lion going around and eating people. One of the most funniest moments
is when people sometimes glitch out and their model stretches everywhere which has now been fixed :(

The hunger makes you think about whether you should go somewhere isolated or not without upgrades. The game play is so
great and everyone should play it. Let me reword that: PLAY IT RIGHT NOW!!!!!

(Also why do people not like a review that is positive?)

As a note: I will not change this review just because a lot of people hate this game. I like it so there is no point to get me to
change anything.. my game quit then i want to play a new hero what is wrong. It's rough and full of cliche's, yet somehow
manages to feel like the most fresh RPG I've played in ages.

It's not as full featured as, say, Pillars of Eternity or Dragon Age on the RPG side, nor is it as refined an RTS as Age of Empires
(or something more contemporary), but the merging of the two genres has rarely been done this well. The use of RTS scale (map
sizes, army sizes, etc) makes the scope of your adventure seem all the more grand. Furthermore, it manages to make the game
avoid the cop-out titles like the aforementioned Dragon Age tend to fall into, where a massive, Helms Deep style confrontation
is teased, but never followed up on.

An important detail to keep in mind about the RTS portion; while the actual unit functionality feels less developed than other
titles, the economic management side of things is very, very different from the norm. It is more similar to games like Company
of Heroes, in its sector-based resource control. A lot of your strategy is going to come down to figuring out which sectors you
want to keep as production points, and which will be your forward bases. No easy task, and one that can seem overwhelming at
first. However, once you get the hang of it in about two or three missions, it works out.

The plot is surprisingly well done. It is cliche' in it's specific beats (mages vs. zealots sounds very familiar...), but the voice
acting and -most- of the dialogue are spot on. Character motivations are likewise rarely perplexing, and make sense within the
context of the world.

Visually, this game is something special. Props to the devs for overhauling the series art direction and -not- going into the
cheeky "thongs everywhere" approach of the previous titles, and instead opting for a grittier, more realistic look. This does
wonders to, again, pull you into the adventure. One drawback about the visuals though; it can get hard to tell your buildings apart
from environmental structures like houses and the like, especially on crowded maps.

My biggest complaints with the game are to do with its UI and some aspects of the RPG system. It's not that the UI is bad or non-
functional. It's more to do with how it feels like it needed some additional features. A way to identify which sectors have what
buildings at a glance would be welcome, as right now it can be a little maddening to keep track of what zone is doing what. Sins
of a Solar Empire managed to do this really well, so I can only hope that the devs take notes from that game.

Camera control, likewise, can be extremely problematic in heavily forested maps, since it does not clip through objects
obstructing your view. They desperately need to add this in a future expanse...
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Finally; the RPG system feels a little strange in its rules. Attribute stats do not feel equally important in some cases, and do not
really work the way you would either expect or have seen handled in other titles.

A last and not as major nitpick I had was that I wished some of the maps were a little more open, as fielding an army can
become difficult in such constrained spaces.

With all of that said, I would certainly recommend this game. It's one of the few good fantasy-RTS\/ RPG games out there
today, and I personally feel like it does a better job combining the two genres than even heavyweights like Wacraft 3 and
Warlords: Battlecry.. Its an ok game, some decent jump scares but they started to become predictable. However decent game for
the price. It is my first-time review paying respect to this film, as well as the indie game community in China.

Overall, this documentary presents a reflective account of Chinese indie game developers. To many outsiders, the landscape of
Chinese indie community is mysterious, at best; or just a ramification of Chinese game industry known for reskined and rip-off
products. Focusing on five individuals, this documentary showcases that Chinese indie developers have the same passion for and
commitment to achieving game's artistic and play values like Western counterparts. The most touching part is the incorproation
of contextualized issues they face in China: family pressure, sociocultural bias, market hostility, and so on so forth. Albeit with
these issues, they strive to make the game, fulfill the promises to supporters, and move on as indie developers.

To English-speaking audiences, please bear with some translation issues here and there. It has been a tough work for the
translation team to retain most of the original meaning while turning into English. Besides, do not be too critical of the shooting
and editing. I think as a first-ever cinematic attempt to demonstrate Chinese indie community and culture to the whole world,
this documentary is a laudable effort worth more encouragements and supports.. Old school Zelda meets Binding of Isaac.

+ Solid gameplay
+ Wonderful art style
+ Music is great

- Writing is hit or miss

The game controls like a twinstick shooter, but plays much like the old Zelda games. Has some great humour, but some of it is
meh. The gameplay however is solid and the soundtrack is absolutely amazing. The game has a definite Snes vibe to it.

Would recommend in a heart beat, already shaping up to be one of my favorite games in years.
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